Presentations of monoids are of great practical and theoretical importance. So, given a ''recipe'' for constructing a monoid from one or more monoids, it is natural to ask for a recipe that gives a presentation for the constructed monoid from presentations of the ''ingredients.'' This philosow x phy lies behind a recent article of Howie and Ruskuc 1 , and alsǒ w x motivates much of Ruskuc's thesis 6 . The recipe considered in thě present work is that of general product.
General products arise in group theory when a group factors into two, not necessarily normal, subgroups. The first article relating to this seems w x to be B. H. Neumann's article 5 of 1935. The concept of general product for semigroups was introduced by M. Kunze, who investigated their role in w x w x the theory of transformation monoids 4 and also in automata theory 3 .
The main results in this article give conditions under which a presentation for a general product of two finitely presented monoids is itself finitely presented. Explicit presentations are given, subject to the conditions holding.
Two examples that illustrate the theoretical results are included. The w x first is a short proof of the presentation, given in 1 , for a Bruck᎐Reilly extension of a finitely presented monoid. The second example is an interesting proof, by induction, of a well-known family of presentations of the symmetric groups.
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GENERAL PRODUCTS
Suppose that A and X are semigroups, with mappings -: X = A ª X ᎐ and -: X = A ª A such that, for all a, b g A and for all x, y g X, ᎐ xy a s a xy ,
Ž .
Ž .
1 General products are also referred to as Zappa products and Zappa᎐Redei products. Iń w x 4 , Kunze uses the term bilateral semidirect product. 2 
PRESENTATIONS OF GENERAL PRODUCTS
Ž . Denote by A* the free monoid on a set A called an alphabet . A ² : monoid presentation is a pair A N P , where A is a set and P is a subset of ² : Ž A *=A *. To say that M ''has the presentation A N P '' which is usually ² : . abbreviated to ''M ( A N P '' means that M ( A*r; , where ; is P P w x the congruence on A* generated by P. For x g A*, x denotes the ; -class in which x lies. Finite presentations occur when both A and P P Ž . are finite. In practice, a relation '' p, q '' will often be written as '' p s q,'' and an alphabet will be written as a list rather than a set.
By choosing a distinguished element of A* for each ; congruence 
The orbit chain is said to terminate if A s A for some l, and the length l l q 1 of the orbit chain is the least l for which this is so. The set of le¨el i chain relations is
Ä 4 i i
The whole set of chain relations is Ž . .
and T ( B N Q act on each other, permitting the formation of a general product. Then
The images of the elements of A j B satisfy the relations P j Q j R , so If an orbit chain terminates and is of length l, then the corresponding whole set of chain relations can be obtained as
In this way, the next theorem is a corollary of Theorem 1. 
. If S ( A N P and T ( B N Q and a semidirect product S i T exists, then
It sometimes happens that the whole set of chain relations is a consequence of the level 1 chain relations. The orbit chain A : A : иии is 1 2 amenable if, for all i,
The following result is a consequence of Theorem 1. 
. If the monoids S ( A N P and T ( B N Q act on each other, permitting the formation of a product S m T, and if the orbit chain of one set of generators under the action of the other is amenable, then
where again g is the greater of m and l. If the inner brackets are ignored, Ž . then this is just the multiplication in BR S, . ² : Suppose that S has the presentation A N P , and identify S with its presentation to the extent that can be thought of as acting on A*r; . 1 , 1 ( 0, a , 0 s 0, a , 1 s 0, a , 0 ( 0, 1 , 1 . Ž . subgroup generated by 1 2 иии n , which is isomorphic to the n-element Ž . y r cyclic group, Cyc . Indeed, if g Sym takes n to r, then 1 2 иии n n n fixes n. The inductive hypothesis is that
w x A proof of this presentation is given in Johnson's book 2 .
Ž . under the isomorphism induced by ¬ i i q 1 , so that
C being the relation ␥ n s 1. It is convenient to denote иии by ␣ 
Proof. Consider the product of permutations, n n n y 1 n y 2 1
Then C and R hold.
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